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EthicsCommitteeCitesLeaderof US HouseRepublicans
Delay too busy being thefederal government to notice
by brenden beck
HouseMajorityLeaderTooi
Delay (R- Texas) is in time out this
wedc. In respome1o a cootinuous
siringof melhicalbebavi<rdating
back
to 199(),the HouseElhicsCoonnittee
reprimandedthe head of U.S.House
Rqmlicans three times in ream
Wtleks.1k COtlllllittix,
officiallytitled
of
theHouseCommitteeoo Standards
OfficialCcoluct, hasfouoothatthree
sqmate ~ by Delay go''bey<m
of partyds:ipm; aIXi
thebouooaries"
arein violatiooof theU.S.Houseoode
ofdhn
Delay's a-eative iolapdatiooof"n.des"aoo
"~' hasdrawn
aiticismfum ~ the House. Joel
Hefley(R-C.olo.)isthechairmanof the
Elhics~ aIXithefig thathe
aIXitheocmmittee's
olherfourrq:mlican membels')slamingup 1o Delay
is all the moreimptessivcoomidering
Delay's powerin coogres& Delay's
funnal respomes1o the accusations
have showedno regret He hassaid
ooly that,''nuing my entirecareerI
have wodredto advance
my party's
legislative
agenda."
Delay's workto advance
his
party's agmia have ma.t recwtly
iocbvW...wiuga tJ)lf fundraiserfir

Fall in the Health of Ulster
by tim donovan
end resuJtof this systematicbending
is the sponge-like appearance of a
brain after the disease has run its
course. Only the variant CJD has
a known vector of infection in the
eating of infected beef. Classical
CJD has no known cause, and like
its variant,no cure.
The normal incidence
of the disease is roughly one in a
million,while these cases in IBster
bring the COW1ty'sincidence to
about 1 in 60,000. Doctors have
refused to comment on whether or
not the caseshave been detennined
to be classical CJD or the variant
Whether or not these deaths could
have been causedby infected meat
is purely up to speculation, fueled
in part by the detection of a BSE

NEWSBITES
Egypt Rockedby Bombs

oompmiesjust ac; the House ability1oex.actpenalties
or initiare
oourt NRA hasaccusedPelosiof nnmting,
was to coosiderene:igy legislation, ~ thooghthe Texasgraoo"ananti-gun
plot''agairl&thetraditionemploying the Federal Aviatioo jury couldhold~ aoo
a relaled allyantigunrontrolRqmientative.
Administratioo(CM:r whOOl his Depar1mmt
of Juc;tice~laint is still
It wasn't his stwnchly ~
audnity is weak) to lookfir fleeing penting.
gun stancethatgot Delay in trouble
Texasstatelegislators
woo
weretoiling Not suq,risingly,Mimrity Leader with the Ethics committeein Im.
DeLay'sattemptto redrawthe states NancyPelosi(D-Calif)hascomeout He threatenedlegislativeretaliation
dislrictlines to favor
towards a tradegroupif it
rq:mlicam,aoo
offerhireda retiringDemocratic
congres&na11,
in violation
ing 1o ermsethe
of House power-ebuse
son of retiringHouse
ethics. Nor was it his
Rqxesentative Niclc
Smithof Michiganin
fervent supportof aid to
Columbia for COW1ter-narex.change
fir Smith's
cotics paramilita,riesthat
vole oo the Medicare
got five ofDeLay's politipesaiptiorldrugbill.
cal aides in legal troubles
In an~
letter to Delay, The
in two separate money
launderingcharges.
House Elhics GmDelay is probably
mitteetook iBJe with
stx:ll actionsbecause
undisturbed
by the House
"at minimwn, they
of Representatives' conscience finding him to
createdan appearance
thatdonorswerebeing
be unethical three times
in two weeks, however.
povided specialaccess
This is the Major1o yoo regardingthe
ity leader who once
1henpeming ene:igy
withtheElhicsCormnit- declared, when asked to put out the
legislatioo"
aootheyincludedthe"use in agreement
of governmental
resourresfir a politi- tee's ~ stayingDelay is "ethi- cigar he was smoking in a federal
calurm1aking." TheConnnitteecan callyunfitto leadthe puty."
building (a federal crime), "I am
With ecJJ81
p-edictability
the the federal government"
askDelayt>gotoThneOut,buthasno
ene:igy

3 People Die from Creutzfeldt-Jakob in Ulster County
In the past three mootm,
3 people have been confirmed
dead due to Creutzfeld-Jakob disease in neighboring IBster CoWlty.
Creutzfeld-Jakob disease (CJD)
is most commonly known as the
hwnan homologue of Bovine Spoogifonn Encephalopathy(BSE), or
Mad Cow Disease. CJD is actually
a spontaneouslyoccwring ~
generative disease,while its variant
(vCJD) is caused by eating BSE
infected beef. The symptomsare
nearly indistinguishable, including
depression, headaches, withdrawal,
and eventuallya vegetative state.
The diseaseis caused by priom,
abnonnally shapedproteins that in
essence coerceneighborproteins to
bend to their malformedshape. The

page4

infected COW in Washington State this past
year. Only one case
of vCJD has ever been
detectedin the US, and
in that case the woman
had previously lived in
England For the paranoid reader, the only
way to lessen exposure
to the disease
is to pnr
tect against the incredibly rare variant This

Brain shrinkage and

Bomb blasts in Egypt's SinaiPeninsula runt Arab/Jewish relatiom
recently. Inhabited by Bedouin
Arabs,Sinaihas traditionallybeen
a placewhere Israeliscouldexpect
kind treatment,aIXi many often

vacationed there. The auacks,
which targeted two vacation
resorts, killed at least 34 people,
12 of whom were Israelitoorisls.
ThoughEgypthas yet 1o confinn
the culprit,severalobscureIslamic
groups have claimedrespoosibility for the two bombin&'I
aIXi
the United States is lookinginto
pos.gbleconnectiomto the recent
terrorist attacks in odler U.S.
nations from Spam to Turkey.

Cambodia To Open NPACII
Though his term was for
life, the King of Cambodia,
Norodom
Sihanouk,
persuaded parliament to allow
him to abdicate the throne
earlier this month. Though
the position is not hereditary, it does look like Sinanouk's eldest son, Norodom
Sihamoni, will succeed his
father. Sihamoni bad been
serving as a dancing teacher,
ballet dancer, and choreographer in France until last
month.
That's not a typo.

Mad Scrilla for Peace
Last week the Nobel Peace

deteriorationoccursrapidly

to an African woman. Wang
Maathai WM given the $13 Mil
lion prize for her work as leadero
• the Green Belt Movement, whic
' has sought to empower w
improvethe environmentand fi
cormption in Africa for
30 years. The Prize commi
passed over the politicized
in Iraq and elsewherefor a di"Herent
type of choice. "This is the first •
can be accomplished
enviromnent sets the agenda t1
by eating quality cows
the Nobel Peace Prize, and w
that did not feed on
have added a new dimension
infected cerebral-spinal
peace. We want to work for
tissue of other cows, or
better life environment in Africa,
no beef at all.
said committee chainnan 0
Danbolt Mjoes. Oddly, Oprah
Tom Cruise are hosting a Nobe
Prize benefit concert in Norwa
A Compilationof anecdotes by Bill McCullochand Kate Crockford.See democracynow.o,gfordetails, or listen to 92.5 FM at 5 daily
~ The Polyphonic Spree wit
In an ongoing campaign populous counties admitted that found to have numerous security nia officials that one version of perfonn at the charity benefi
of ''legal" disenfranchisement, some 60,000 absentee ballots had flaws. A Diebold executive and its voting machine was within
Shockl: Iraq Politicized
the Bush Justice Department has gone missing. Broward COWlty major Republican fund-raiser, Mr. days of federal certification when
limes n;xmi
initiated unprecedented legal election official Gisela Salas said O'Dell, committed a highly publi- it wasn't And these electronic The La, Atp
action to take away the rights of the matter is under investigation. cized gaffe by sending a letter to voting machines will count nearly Mooday!mt 1he Bush ~
voters to file lawsuits to redress by law enforcement agencies. In fellow Bush supporters commit- a third of this year's votes - all tim p1am1o delay~ ~ (11
rebel-bekl
citiesin mqlDil afta-1he
vote fraud or suppression, while 2000, it was Broward COWltythat ting to deliver Ohio's electoral without a paper trail.
the states have also distorted the gave Al Gore his strongest support votes to the president this year.
Voters have also been U.S.~ 00 NcJYerrh,-'1!1.The
ismixtfulttamy lll:gl>provisional ballot remedy by in the state of Florida. The US Ohio is a critical swing state in this intimidated. Polling places in akuinisttatioo
imposing improper ballot restric- Postal Service says it has inves- election, of course.
Black neighborhoods in Florida !Dlemilitaryofimivescooldafix:tlhe
tions. These include summarily tigators trying to find the missing
In California, the com- were patrolled by police, and in U.S. Presi:b~ nn; an mmynws
disfranchising voters without ID, ballots, which constitute 5 percent pany is the subject of civil fraud Philadelphia last year, people who !a:icr officialnvolved ~
penalizing voters who show up of Broward County's electorate.
charges over its newest voting were posing as security officers plaming <mfimm •'(h:e yoo're
1hepolitical
at the '~ng"
location, without
Electronic
voting equipment, the AccuVote TSx, drove through minority neighbor- pa 1heeledm, it~
131i rioonxm' ofa large«:aleoffinsive,
redress, and limiting provisional machines are also of dubious whose battery and software prob- hoods on election day.
ballot choices to candidates for repute. Diebold's secret software lems during the March primaries
The Pentagon is telling the officialsaid ''\\e're o:t oo ldi
federal office.
for its computerized voting-man- caused 55% of San Diego polling soldiers to send non-secret ballots ~oow. ~•reptmas~"
The deputy election agement system mistakenly ended places to open at least one hour by email to be counted by an outall newsbites reported by
supervisor in one of Florida's most up on the Internet, where it was late. The company told Califor- sourced firm.
brenden beck

Bush is Stealing the Election ... again

n
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Mideast Heat: Israel intensifies war in Gaza
by kate crockford
"I found a device, in cooperation with the management of the world, to.
eruure that there will be no stopwatch here.
That there will be no timetable to implement
the settlers' nightmare... The significance
is the freezing of the political process. And
when you freeze thaJ process you prevent
the establishment of a Palestinian state and
you prevent a discussion abouJ the refugees,
the borders and Jerusalem. Effectively, this
whole package thaJ is called the Palestinian state, with all thaJ it entails, has been
removed from our agenda indefinitely. And
all this with authority and permission. All
with a Presidential blessing and the ratification of both houses of Congress. What more
could have been anticipated? What more
could have been given to the settlers?"
-Avi Shavit, in the liberal Israeli
newspaper Ha 'aretz

Mideast violence lurks among
those modern disasters capable of destroying human environments as we know them.
The recent upsurge in violence, suffered
largely by the Palestinians and Iraqis llllder
Israeli/US occupation, is marked not only by
its extremity but also by the resultant, gen- •
eral silence among the ruling populations of
much ofEmope and America. The technoltr
gies of power employed by the United States
government have been particularly suecessful in silencing anti-status-quo dissent;
conglomerated media owned and operated
by government-friendly weapons manufacturers effectively eliminates social and political change, blinding much of the uneducated
'first-world' into a fear streaked with images
of the Arab terrorist, the falling towers, and
the beheadings. But seeking root causes for
the world's ills (rejecting and resisting them)
is a perilous endeavor, and has increasingly
beenmet with the soft-violence of the new
American empire; just weeks ago 'Freak'
Radio Santa Cruz, an independent, illegal
community station, was raided by US FCC
and FBI officers who, armed with automatic
weapons, roused the sleeping residents of
the building and forced them outside before
taking all of the radio equipment
Israel's rightwing government,
led by Ariel Sharon-the 'father' of the
settlement movement-expands the Israeli
presence in the West Bank, deepening the
occupation, by creating colonies (settlements) and then sending in troops and building military bases in order to "protect" its
citizen/coloniz.ers.Sharon is brilliantly evil:
he pays poor immigrants (particularly from

Russia, but other places as well) to live in the
colonies, and, though Israel is institutionally
and internally racist against non-European
Jews, has succeeded in the entrenchment of
a colonial system that is largely supported by
members of its lower classes. The occupation clearly must end if there is to be peace.
Sharon's vision-one shared by an increasingly alarming number of Israelis due to the
increasingviolence and the rhetoric of fearis one of total ethnic cleansing.
Though he claims to be 'disengaging' from the Gaza Strip, in reality Ariel
Sharon's government is stepping back from
the administration of public services inside
that small, beachfront ghetto; a ghetto teaming with I .3 Palestinians who are crammed
into refugee camps that are the densest places
in the world, who are deep in the poverty
caused by Israeli economic and military
oppression. Sharon's 'disengagement plan'
is no disengagement from the affairs of the
average Palestinian. All entrances and exits,
all trade, will be controlled by the Israelis;
Israel will control the Mediterranean coast
and the airspace. Palestinianswill not be permitted to exit the Gaza strip through Israel,
and the Egyptian government is conspiring
to work with the Israelis in keeping them out
of Egypt, too. 1.3 million people locked into
an open-air, war-tom prison, while the US,
Israel's only ally, presides over the incarceration of over 2 million of its own, largely
brown, citizens.
The extreme violence we witness
on television or online news sites - violence
such as the kidnapping and beheadingof various non-Iraqis working for the Americans
andBritish; the violent destruction and occupation of Iraq by the US/UK militaries; the
violent resistance to US occupation; the vitr
lent destruction of Palestinian homes and the
missile-shellingof crowds of people (including children) in the street in Jabaliya refugee
camp; the viok:oce in Taba, Egypt, when:
30-some Israeli tourists were killed in one of
the rare attacks committed outside Palestine-is violence deriving its energy from Ariel
Sharon's settlement policy, US support for
Israel's politicide of the Palestinians,and the
internationalsilence to the daily:commission
of war crimes against mostly Palestinian,but
sometimes Israeli, people. The attacks of 11
September -if they were committed by alQueda, an axiom of which questions should
be asked-happened because of these policies, their own appetite for extreme violence
producing extreme vioience against their
own civilians in the homeland and abroad.
The occupation of Palestine must

end, in full, for justice and peace to be fear deep enough to accommodate their
realized. Israel cannot survive as a racial violence at home and abroad through constate, and its desire to try mirrors the trol of media and cultural production. But
United States and other industrialized it is a totalitarianism that will lead, as it did
nations' refusal to submit to the ecologi- not in the mid-twentieth century, to outcal demands created by the exploitative right global war and ecological destruction
energy policies. The blinders must come if it. and the blindness that accompanies
off. The system will not survive. Violence and serves it, is not challenged and resisted.
over resources will spread into the belly of Palestine both symbolizes and enacts this
the empire: It is our choice: we can submit process. Prepareto watch the developments
to the totalitarianism that creeps upon us, in Israel and Palestine further effect the
allowing them to make us fearful and close rest of us. Our only choice in resisting is to
our eyes. or we can recognize the histori- ideologically and intellectually rebel against
cal importance of submitting only to the their discourse. We must be vocal with the
radical truth, to spreading messages not of language we create,defining our own terms
imaginative illusions but rather of pressing and fully contextualizing our multi-layered
realities which will transform and engulf realities. It is in this language that I demand
us all if allowed to continue. Human his- an end to the occupations of Palestine (in
tory contains ruptures; our society is close full) and Iraq and the dismantling of the
to an externally imposed rupture. We must military-prison-energyindustrial and cultural
be ready, armed with the truth and aware of crisis that dominates us all.
our surroundings.
Harboring illusions about
. .
Foomot_es
the possibility of 'eradicating' Arab or l As _th~ above descriptions of m°?~ vtoIslamic 'terrorism' without address- Jeneemdicate, however, we are begmmng to
ing the fundamental impossibilities of witness th~ fallou~ from the global s~o
sustaining the status-quo (the racial,
. mAmeric~_and European societies.
colonial Israeli state; dependency on oil, 2 While most ~~de
attacks have been
etc.) defies not only ethical or humani- executed by Pal~-who
are aim~
tarian principles. Such blindness accom- ~l~te1y_powerless
with respect to changmg
modates those who seek to . destroy their s1tuati~n-some _have been execu~ by
resistance to global war among those wealthy, radical Islanusts. Th~ mem~rship of
who envision possibilities for human ~e- al~
movement and its regional subemancipation; Dick Cheney, Osama bin s1~1~es ~e~nstra~
that the powerlessness
Laden and Ariel Sharon are men of the drivltlg suicide acts 1s not born only from povor in~al
same design, harboring similarly violent ~• nor necessarily from i~
and regressive fantasies. Unfortunately, social powerlessness. The ac_t
~ ~ ~100
their fantasies are our realities.
of powerlessness because it 1s mcreasmgly
Palestine divided and occu- clear that possibilities for changing dominant
pied officially in '1948 will grow from global policy regarding local liberation movethe dusty streets of refugee camps and ments fro~ ~olonialism., in direct o~i~~n
remote villages, from the teeming Gaz.an to the polic~es premot~ ~y the ~•litanstic
cities and the old capitals---Nablus, and econollllcally domma~
~ruted States
Bethlehem, Hebron. This growth will government, are extremely limited. US ~d
represent not s.mlythe problematic racist glo_b~C?JP<?ra!~~wer,hav~been success~J 1n
assumptions of some Palestinians· who captiVating the ruling c!asses of mo~ nattona\
oppose Israel's existence on racial or governm~nts, . alternatively enforctng and
religious grounds.
~uragmg
violent pow_er-struggle~,al~ys
Palestine will be free from the pulling for the oppressive and dictatonal.
river to the sea as a one-sia'te multi- Suicide attacks are thus perpetrated not only
ethnic democrac~ because the alt~mative by the economically destitute. They ~ the
is destruction to the global status quo on act of ~ or she ":ho ~as properly ~~
a scale we cannot imagine.1 It is global the poli?~ and h1stoncal maps which dictate
totalitarianism enforced by wealthy our reahties and has been overwhelmed by the
governments and re-produced by that monstrosity and hopelessness the knowledge
ultimate symbol of rebellion against ~I do not suppo~ the a~~ ~lly
powerlessness, the suicide-killer. It is a or_pol~cally, but ~gmze
their 01;1gms and
totalitarianism that succeeds not through think it ~tremely unpo~t
fo~ ~-world
gas chambers or secret police, but which
citizens to concomttantly identify them.
dominates public thought and instills a

DifferentPerspectiveson the ConflictAvailableOnline
It is important for people to actually look at pictures of what the
Israeli occupation forces are doing in the Palestinian territories.There is
an emergency situation unfolding in the Gazastrip right now, as Israel
continues its bloody program of invasion and murder in the tinY.strip's
northern refugee camps and cities. Over 100 people have beenbrutally
slaughtered by the occupation forces in the past two weeks alone; by any
other standards (if the Palestinians were white or Emopean) this activity
would be publicly referred to by its proper name: massacre. The massacre in Jabaliya refugee camp is marked by the traditionalIsraeli tactics
used to destroythe civilianinfrastructure
andcause irreversibledamage
(thesetacticsusuallyincludehome demolition,completeclosureof an entire
city, thehostileoccupationof civilianhomes,theshootingof watercisterns,
andfrequentviolenceincludingillegitimate
arrests,tortureand murder).
Indeed,theIsraelioccupationforceshave recentlyaggravatedtheir
assaultby institutinga policyof firingmissilesinto crowdsof peopleon the
streets.The damage(physicalandpsychological)causedby these sortsof
attacksis truly amounding.
If you are interestedin learningmore about Israel's brutalmilitaryoccupationof Palestine,andtheresultantdeathsoflsraeli
civiliansin born~
etc.,pleasesee thefollowingweb guide to Israeli
Palestinianaffairs.(Note:Make no mistakeaboutmy subjectivity.When it
we must take
comes to affairsas importantas colonizationandimperialism,
a standandmake our intentionsclear.My intentionhereis to spreadanother
point of view to an Americanaudiencelargelyunfamiliarwith the positions
of~
who live under the bomb oflsraeli and Americantnilitary power.
To put it simply, I am against colonization and politicide, and I am for
a peace thatfinds its foundationsin justice and human dignity for all.
Digest the following with a clear understanding of my partiality.)
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compikd by kate crock.ford

wmv,electronicintifada.nctElectronic·Intifada is a news and commentary site created and maintained by around
5 activists who work andlive in Europe,the US, andthe Arab world.
bitp://news.inde_pendentco.uklworld/middle:
east/This is the Independent UK's Middle F.astpage. Robert Fisk,
veteran UK.journalist,writes a good deal about the Israel Palestine conflict and many of his insightful articles
can be found on the site.
www.h.aan;tz.comHa'aretz is Israel's leading centrist daily newspaper. Thepaper's editorials range from centrist positions to left-wing critiques of the occupation andIsraeli settlement policy. Gideon Levy and Amira
Hass write for Ha'aretz's Opinions page. Theyare two of the most vocal andinformed Israeli critics of the
Israeli government Amira Hass is one of very few Israelis who lives and works in the occupied territories,
and is the only Israelijournalist to do so. Her work can be found at http://www.zmag.Q1i/mcastwatch/amira
bass.ht.In
The next Websiteto visit is a part orthe fabulous, Creative Commons licensed Internet archive at
www.archive,0tg.Mosaic Middle East News is a 30-minute program that contains short, edited andtranslated
segments of news broadcasts from throughout the Middle·East(Israeli views are represented,too). You can find
thepieces at http://www.arch.i_ve.9$".movies/collection.pbp?collcction=mosaic,
or go to www.archive.om,click
on "Moving hnages" and then click on Mosaic Middle East News. Viewing the pieces on Quicktime works
best.
www.oznik.comis run by an Israeli. The blog is pretty interesting, and usually contains info that one cannot find
elsewhere.
www.rafabpundits.comis anotherblog; this one is run by European and Arab activists who work or live in the
Gazastrip. The site contains updates on Israeli military actions in the strip and on media surrounding the conflict
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Census Report Reports Staggering Inequalities
by brenden beck
Over 600 reports have been written analyzing the data gathered in the 2000
census. Most of the reports will be lost in
the blitz oflraq updates and election news,
and perhaps they should be. One report
however deserves headlines. The census
report on Net Worth and Asset Ownership
of Households tells a story that is getting
glossed over.
The report analyzes the net worth
of Americanfamilies. It is a simple enough
measure of well-being: household income
minus expenditures. The report's authors
are happy to announce that the median
Americannet-worthgrew in the late nineties
to $55,000 in 2000 (median worth is used
insteadof averagebecausethe averageis too
easily skewedby the Ober-wealthy).But the
•report's authors are dismayed to announce
the grievousracial disparity that appears in
censusnumbers.
The 2000 censuswas the first to ask
about the racial make-up of the citizen, so it
produced statistics like these: the median
income of families in which the primary
householderwas white was $79,400. The
average Hispanic household maintained
$9,750 in net worth and the average black
household $7,500. The average black
household is worth 9.4% of the average
white. Most of the black householdworth

is in durable goods, houses, cars, etc. The
percentageof whitewealthheld in stocksand
mutual fund shares is "significantlyhigher''
than black and Hispanichouseholds.
There are poor white people too,
right? Well,no. The lowestquintile(a statistician's fancy word for "lowest fifth" of the
data)of whitehouseholdshas a medianworth
of $24,000. So l 00/oof white households
are worth less than that and 900/oare worth
more. The median income of the lowest
quintileofblack householdsis $57, Hispanic
householdsmedianis $500. So no, there are
not poor white people. ''Poor'' whites are 42
times betteroff than poor blacks.
"Worth" in this article refers to
economic net worth, and economic models
will never tell the whole truth, but it is start.
The racial inequality woven into the fabric
of this country cannot be ignored. These
statistics only confirm the notion that equal
though they may be in law, Hispanic and
black communities are systemically worse
off in economic terms.
Racism has lost its position in
the American political discussion. Amid
a global world, foreign affairs, tax cuts,
and the most recent celebrity scandal the
once strong discourse about the separation
of races in this country has been shoved
into the fringes and labeled "politically

incorrect."
So what is to be done? E<lucating ourselves about the racial inequities
around us is the first step. We must
first talk about our privilege
and our opportunity, our
struggle and our restraints.
Also, government programs
should not be feared. The
war on terrorism has pushed
all other issues aside. We are
told we are in a time of crisis
and there is no room for less
important social matters.
Yet government programs
have the unique ability to
weather the storms of recession and of war. It was, after
all, FDR's New Deal, a slew
of government programs,
and WWII that pulled us
out of the Great Depression.
The Bush administration has
tried a war, and that did little
to help working America.
The Bush administration has ,
tried a war, and that did little
to change the gross economic inequalities between
the rich and the poor, the
white and the black. So it

is time for a change in perception and
approach. Racial inequality is not a
taboo, and neither are state and federal
policy am>roaches.

Reacting to the results of the election

by matt rozsa

Matt Rozsa s column, "The
New Emporia, " appears regularly in the Observer; he has
requested that the Free Press
print this election-specific
piece
For the pre_vious issue
of 'l'he ~it was irn gested that I write an editorial discussing • the likely
consequences of another four
years of the Bush Administration, and describe how
the potential ramifications,
though dire, were not apocalyptic. I agreed to write the
article, and hope that the case
I presented does justice to the
point of view that many have
described as being "pragmatically optimistic". It is in this
installment of "The New
Emporia," however - the last
to be published before election day - t9at I would like
to explain why I feel such a
position is a significant one
to bear in mind as the eleotion
approaches. Simply stated:
A Bush victory is entirely

falls within the bounds of
constitutional strictures must
be recognized and accepted,
regardless of the contempt
~ith which we may hold its
beneficiary.
That isn't to say that
I'm not aware ·or the likelihood
that a Bush
I ifl this
election might come through
dubious means. Already there
are reports of ballots in Ohio
where John Kerry's name
is nowhere to be found, and
electronic voting machines
in Florida that break down
at the push of a button. The
mere fact that a majority of
the electronic machines used in
this contest were manufactured
by Diebold, a company with
distinct right-\Ving leanings,
should of its own accord raise
the eyebrows of anybody for
whom democratic values are
an actual belief rather than the
means with which to accomplish an end. The integral standard of any free society is the
right to vote, arid if the vote of
any citizen is jeopardized,
it is the obligation of every
other citizen to see to it that
the problem is rectified. Con' servatives are often quick to
say that the duty of those who
reside in a republic is to stand
foremost in its defense. On this

possible, and one obtained
through shady and controversial means seems more likely
every ~ay. Therefore the
impulse on the part of those
students at this institution
who are filled with righteous
indignation to react to a Bush
1 t
or ottrerwise - with fervent uproar
seems disquietingly conceivable, especially in light of
some the heated rhetoric
coming out of our campus'
more radical sources. While
it is important for any patriotic American to fight in the
most effective manner possible against any disreputable
tactics the Bush campaign
might use in order to win
back the White House, it is
equally important that all of
our actions remain controlled
and productive, rather than
merely hysterical and degenerative. What's more, while
any victory on the part of the
president that violates ha-sic
democratic precepts ought to
be contested, a victo.TYwhich

1

red hook natural foods

bard student discount!
at ,the main intersect.op in red hook
across from the golden wok

8+5-758-92~0

matter I couldn't agree more, not agree with the mentality of
and if it appears for a moment Americans who have cast their
that Bush has stolen this elec- lot with George Walker Bush.
tion, I expect to see them right Nonetheless, if the majority of
next to me on the picket lines. our countrymen opt to take this
However it is picket lines, not course, and do so through demobarricades, that I expect to see cratic means, it is our responsiconstructed in the event of any bility as advocates of liberty to
rfidi u activities on the 1ffl1T~ their dec-h1ifflr;
inttch as
of the Bush team. Riots, procla- we might disagree with it.
mations of revolution and other
In a recent Questionacts of violence are as unpro- and-Answer session with Bard
ductive as they are unreason- College President Leon Botstein
able, their only accomplishment on parents' weekend, the query
being the wanton destruction was posed as to how the distinof life and property and the gu_ishedconductor felt about the
discrediting of the liberal cause possible conduct of the Ameriin the eyes of those with whom can people - that is, how he
we wish to forge alliances. I am would respond if they chose to
not issuing, mind you, a call extend the tenure of the Amerifor moderation. There is noth- can President, George W. Bush.
ing moderate in adhering to the Botstein, with his patented
tenets of the principles for which pensive amble, responded with
we fight as we proceed to fight one of his trademark wittifor them.
cisms.
More difficult than having
"It is the burden of the
to acknowledge the prospect inhabitants of a democracy,"
of an illegitimate Bush victory, he commented, "to have tQ deal
however, is contending with one with the incomprehensible will
even more potentially dismal of the majority."
- that Bush will prevail in this
Indeed it is. The foundelection with a solid mandate, ers of our • country never
one that precludes the effect of expected that this burden be
electoral corruption. It is one borne silently; but our own
thing to protest a man who has objections to it must at least be
stolen power; it is quite another aimed in the appropriate directo try to bring one down who has tion, and through the proper
rightly procured it. We might methods.
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Get Your War On: A Command and A Book

faclc,goddamn, and other criticisms of the bush administration
by lauren kitz

David Rees' comic the crudest, most savage, and in the "Who Is More Pissed Off comic one co-worker remarks, to a sentiment that is patriotic
book Get Your War On II (Riv- often most eloquent commen- About All This War Bullshit" "All I have to say is, once this and compassionate, a sentiment
erhead Books, 2004) is every tary on contemporary politics. coAtest. In other words, this is over, the Iraqi people better without which the anger would
angry liberal's best friend. All
Rees sets his comics book is not Republican friendly, be the freest fucking people not follow. In the end, what a
of the terrifying decisions our in various cubicles of an office in case ·there were any doubts. on the face of the earth. They sympathetic reader feels most in
The best thing about better be freer than me. They reading these comments is the
government makes, the infuriat- without a name or location. His
ing politicians who make them, characters likewise have no Get Your War On II is that it better be so fucking free they appreciation that someone had
the state of our various wars identities or real personal lives; will make you laugh until you can.fly.... And I want a multi- the balls to put himself and his
on intangible ideas (terror, for this being reinforced by the fact pee, which is really embarrass- million dollar reconstruction point of view out there so fully
and
with
example) - Rees expresses
so
much
the gut wrenching senti"Do I thinkIr willhappen?It
DonaldRumsfeldIs a
pretend 'm
Talty-ho,wincing
yes.
volunteer,righ_t?Wedon'
ments we all feel but don't
integrity.
DonaldRumsteld. old chap! Will you be hass chsn~ of l)sppenlr,g,
WIiiit hsppCl'nfoi sure?Who
actuallypayhim a salary,
You'rethe BBC.Ask ableto keep the June
I f
know enough curse words
knows?I don'tknowwhat'$
dowe?
me if we're realty 30th date for transfer
you
enjoy
to express.
He started
goingto happentomorrow."
gonnahandover
of soveretgnty?
politics,
the comic shortly after
power to the Iraqis
on June30th.
you should
September 11, disturbed
purchase
and angered by the United
States' tactics in Operathis book.
tion Enduring Freedom
lfyouenjoy
comics,
(which at least had one
you should
of the stupidest names
in military history).
In
purchase
response to our plan to
this book.
air-drop food aid packages into that the strip is not drawn but ing, but you won't even get contract for Halliburton. God, But mostly you should purchase
Afghanistan, a country full of instead produced· with generic embarrassed because you'll that would really be so ... just." Get Your War On II because
landmines, Rees shot back "It clip art images. It feels as though be too busy reflecting upon The intensity of Rees' sarcasm the author is donating 100%
turns the relief effort into a fun they exist solely to criticize the the sickening hypocrisy of our convinces the reader to really of royalties to land mine relief
game for the Afghan people Bush administration, something political system instead. Get listen to him, because they can in Afghanistan.
Same goes
- a game called 'See if you have with which one should feel it? It makes you laugh and it tell he'.s not just some mean guy for the original Get Your War
any fucking arms left to eat the comfortable if one expects to makes you think. Rees con- taking an easy shot at our ridicu- On. That said, get out of here
food we dropped after you step enjoy Get Your War On. Rees tinues the brilliant tradition lous administration. No, Rees is and buy the book. Or borrow
on a landmine trying to retrieve manages to perfectly capture the of inspiring political action driven to this level of bitterness it from a friend and send ten
it"'. His first collection, Get leftist, anti-war sentiment that through the arts. At times you because he really cares. And he dollars to the Mine Detection
Your War On was published in most find too politically incor- won't really know whether to wants you, the reader, to care. It & Dog Center Team #5. I
October of 2002, and the sequel rect to publicize, showing up chuckle or grimace, and that's is not difficult to see through the don't even know what you 're
carries on the tradition of giving Michael Moore by a long-shot a good thing. In the March 20th panicked cynicism in this book still doing reading this review.

Jacques Derrida

July 15, 1930-OctoberB, 2004

by griffin epstein

On October 8th, 2004, after a
lengthy battle with pancreatic
cancer, Algerian-born French
philosopher Jacques Derrida died
in a Paris hospital. Commonly
seen as the predominant voice in
"deconstruction", at the time of
his death Derrida had published
twenty-three collections of philosophical essays and treatises,
received honorary degrees from
multiple institutions in the U.S.
and abroad, and taught at universities in New York and Paris.
Derrida studied under
Michel Foucault and Louis
Althusser before developing his
own form of critical discourse,
which involved a treatment of
the aporias, or points of entangled

tension, in ideologies and texts.
The project of deconstruction is
not, as many of Derrida's critics
would cla.itn,a nihilistic destruction of "meaning" but rather an
illumination of the inescapable
prejudices of textual vantage
points. His work offered discussion of difficulties, systems of
control and paradoxes within
analytic thought, which not even
his own text could surmount.
However, within Derrida's seemingly self-defeating ptoclamations - "only ·the impossible is
possible" - there was always
a hope, elegance, morality and
progressive drive which made
his work impossible to write off
as studies in ''meaninglessness."

Anthony Hecht '44

(for example, see: ''The University Without Conditions," Without Alibi, Jacques Derrida)
It is. diflicull to r.eadDerrida. From his unspeakably dense
Of Grammatology to the coinage of infinite new terminology,
Derrida's critical and theoretical
output was more than challenging. However, the challenge of
his text is also its strength; its
style manifests the complexity of
its subjects.
His death was treated, at
least within the confines of popintellectualism (The NY Times,
etc.) flippantly to say the least.
Characterized as unforgivably
"abstruse," Derrida's contribution, both pragmatically in the

political arena (most notably, he doors and windows, looking for
was outspoken against the Viet- him. We'd spend hours schemnam War, and against the occupa- ing; what's would Derrida
tion .o(Irag1 and to the world of 1'!1)preciate
in his mailbox? Kevin
so-called ''high
suggested Scatagories. I thought
theory," was flagrantly ignored. BrainQuest flashcards. The hard
Though my writing isn't con- ones. We never had the balls to do
vincing enough to set the record anything but giggle and run away
straight here what I offer is a at the sound of footsteps. I doubt
we were ever within fifty feet of
degree oflevity:
•
For the entirety of my him. On Monday, October 4th,
freshman year of college, my Kevin (with help from his entire
friend and I stalked Derrida. He Heidegger Seminar class,
had an office in the French depart- which was scheduled to be taught
ment at NYU and on numerous by Derrida himself) sent a "get
occasions Kevin (6'5," head like well" video to the Parisian hosa soccer ball, extremely con- pital where Derrida was staying.
spicuous) and I (I can't go below Here's to hoping it arrived in
a 6" voice) would sneak into the time.
building, peeking in through

January 16, 1923 - October 20, 2004

by matt garklavs

Anthony Hecht, the
beloved formalist poet who
candidly appraised the iniquities of humanity passed away
at his home in Washington DC
on October 20, 2004 at the age
of 81. Hecht was an alumni of
Bard College and taught as a
professor of English here and at
other prestigious schools. He was
born in New York City in 1923,
and began studying at Bard College in 1940, while it was still an
experimental adjunct of Columbia University. It was here that
he initially developed a strong
admiration for poetry after being
introduced to contemporaries
like Wallace Stevens, T.S. Eliot,
and W.H. Auden by a teacher
named Lawrence Leighton.
After graduating from
Bard in 1944, he enlisted in
the· army and fought in World
War II. During his service, he
witnessed bloody combat in
France, Czechoslovakia, and

Germany. He also helped libei:ate a concentration camp in
Bavaria by using his knowledge
of French and German to listen
and record the accounts of its
spectators. These experiences
had a profound effect upon his
life and his poetry. In poems like
"More Light! More Light!" the
foreboding images of decay and
desolation exemplify his empathy
for the victims of the Holocaust:
''No prayers or incense rose up
in those hours/Which grew to
be years, and every day came
mute/Ghosts from the ovens, sifting through crisp air,/And Settled
upon his eyes in a black soot."
After Hecht returned
from Europe, he resumed his
studies of English at Kenyon
University and thereafter began a
distinguished career as a professor and poet. He re<!eivedan array
of awards and honorary doctorates from schools and fellowships
for his scholarly endeavors. This
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included the Pulitzer Prize for
Poetry in 1968 for his volume of
poetry entitled The Hard Hours.
Hecht also served as the Consultant of Poetry at the Library of
Congress from 1982-1985 (a title
now known as "Poet Laureate")
Hecht's poetry is essentially reflective of the gravity of
his times. After witnessing some
of the greatest horrors of the 20th
century he spent the remainder
of his life contemplating these
experiences. Instead of simply
bearing a sense of affliction and
remorse, however, his poetry
profoundly evokes a deep comprehension of man's deficiencies.
Richard Wilbur, a contemporary
poet and friend of Hecht's, eloquently spoke of this estimable
quality in a poem he read on his
80th birthday celebration last year.
"Who is the man whose poems
dare describe man's inhumanities/ And count our deadly sins,
and bare/ Such truths as cause

the blood to freeze,/ Yet in whose
darkest verse one sees/ How
style and agile intellect/ Can both
instruct and greatly please?/ I
speak, of course, of Tony Hecht."
Although Hecht's poetry
is sometimes defined by it's
somberness, it also possesses
characteristics of wit and charm.
The scholar William Logan wrote
"Some poets are saved by grace,
others by will. Hecht began as a
poet of convenienceand charm, of
brutal fonn and baroque extravagance... " Hecht wry sense of
humdr was especially entertaining
whenne ridiculed the pretensions
that characteriz.edclassical literature. This was the overriding tone
of 'The Dover Bitch," his most
celebratedpoem, in which he satirizesthe poemby MatthewArnold
Hechtessentiallybelieved
that it was not the poet's dutyto rely
on the deceptionof our senses,but
to use the soul and mind as a lens
through which we can evoke the

deeper truths of h\Dllanity.In the
concluding lines of his poem 'The
TransparentMan" he advises us to
look past the world's superficialities. However,when we look at this
excerptnow, we are left with a lasting impressionof the characterand
wisdomthatdefinedHecht'sgenius.
"And the eye, self-satisfied,will
be misled,/Thinkingthe puzzle
solved, supposingthat at last/
It can look forth and comprehend
the worldJ lbat's when you have
to really watch yourself} So I
hope that you won't think me plain
ungratefuJ/For not selectingone of
your fine books,/ And I take it very
kindly that you camel And sat
here and let me rattle on this way".

send responses
and articles to
freepres.s@barrd.edu.

lif you feel like we
couldi be better. ma.k.e
us better: we 'II pU!bllsh
what youi send UIS.
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This Month's Thing to Buy Are we running out of retro?
by liv carrow
Since I don't have any
new media items to review
lately, I have chosen to review
consumer products. If you
have to buy a thing this month,
here !ire a few of my favorite
things to waste money on, or
you can just go out and take
stuffi
Bubblicious Watermelon Gum
75 cents.
The most delicious bubblegum
in the world. It doesn't last
longer than 45 minutes, but
you can cram up to three
pieces in the average mouth.
Also, if you wrap the chewed
pieces up in the wrappers and
leave them in your car, purse,
trash can, etc, all of your stuff
will have that magical bigsister Bubblicious smell (free
air freshener!) Goes great with
hairspray and cigarette smoke
as perfume.
Dunlop Tortex Guitar Pick
50 cents or so.
Clearly you will need one
of these for something, it'~
totally worth the change to
have them around, even if it's
to give to someone else so they
can serenade you.

Long Johns

Under $10
The best ways to keep warm in
the weather, in my opinion, are
as follows: l. setting yourself
on fire. 2. staying in bed all the
time with seven quilts and the
heat up. 3. wearing long johns
under your clothes all the time.
The third option is the only one
that allows you to remain alive
and even function as a member
of society while maintaining a
reasonable body temperature.

The Bard Free Press
freepress@bard.edu
http~/~r<t~~~
mpus1J'ail: C 'rec PTcs•
845-758-7079
The Free Press reserves the right to edit all submissions for
spelling, grammar, and coherence. It protects the student

journalists' First Amendment rights and accepts the responsibility which accompanies that freedom. Content decisions are
made by the staff. The Free Press will not print any material
that is libelous in nature. Anonymous submissions are only
printed if the writer consults with the staff.

All articles in the Opinions and xtra sections reflect the
opinions of the author, not necessarily those of the Free
Press staff. Responses to Opinions articles are welcome,
and can be sent to freepress@bard.ed~
•

a future-shocked contemplation of the cycles of fashion
by will slack as dictated to jason mitchelicb
Retro in the early nineties, retro fashion, was sixties
fashion. But I realized, what's
fucked up, is that it isn't linear.
Fashion is moving
ahead faster than linear
time. My theory is it's
a big fucking parabola.
Let's say, way back in
the BC times, it was
futuristic, then it fell
behind at some point
and it became past
fashion which is probably, what x=y? Who
fucking cares. The
point is, in the early
nineties, we can all
agree, bellbottoms...I
remember
having
. crushes on high school
girls when I was in
third grade and they
had bell bottoms on.
It was sixties fashion.
Then, like, a minute
later, like 94, people
thought seventieswas
really funny. Now, I'm not trying
to say that anything has ended,
if you're behind the time and
not fashionable...I mean, Bard
is usually pretty fashionable, but
there are those people who are all
like "This Year, Halloween2004,
I'm going as a 70s pimp". Tho~e

people don't count. The cutting it's going faster. What are the
edge people, though, were like, implications? The implications
''hey 70s" around 93, 94. Then are that soon, maybe in 2008,
late nineties the eighties were in. we're going to run out of past
years to be retro. Maybe
I'~ infringing on an Onion
article, but ifl am, it's completely coincidental. I'm
not even typing this, maybe
it's going a completely
different direction, I don't
know. Anyway. That
means that soon, as long
as it's not sinusoidal, then
soon the future will be
retro. Maybe that's a paradox. The sixties had moon
boots, all exaggerated version of the future, which
may be a good argument
for the sinusoidal thing,
but soon you're gonna
see all Michael J. Fox
all Back to the Future,
hoverboard, etc. I guess it
must be sinusoidal - that
is, there's a peak and a
low in terms of measures
I was into that. I was a punk, the
of past and future in relation to
eighties were around for a while.
current day, and that it cycles up
But what we're noticing is that
and down along those extremes
it's going way faster. The nine- because otherwise we'd swing
ties are real retro now. Who was
back into the past so far that
it that was watching "I Rememcaveman styles would be all the
ber the Nineties" on VH I?
rage and that's not happening.
That's crazy. We're in 2004. So

Obituary: John Peel
by jeffery tremaine
Respected
music
enthusiast and disc fockey,
John Peel, passed away October 24 while on ~oliday in
Peru. As one of the original
DJs at BBC Radio I, Peel
was best known for the cutting-edge live acts he brought
into his studio and his wideranging influence on pop and
alternative music.
Peel came to BBC in
1967 when Radio l ~as first

established. Peel helped thrust
Britain's bµTgeoning pa.yohedelic rock and punk scenes into
the mainstream during the 60's
and ?O's. By the l 980's, Peel's
influence was well established
in the realm of popular music.
He began playing hip-hop acts
on his British radio show well
before hip-hop culture had
moved out of America's urban
regions. By the turn of the
century Peel was sponsoring

electronic and cQmputer-music
artists on his show.
Up until the time of
his death, Peel never stopped
seeking out underappreciated
forms of music in an effort
to bring important bands and
artists into the mainstream.
Peel's ear for talent and innovation had a deep impact on
the course of popular music
during the last 40 years. He
will be sorely missed.
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you're a sex bomb, baby.
----

WI\ANGLtl'•
IBUTIS.{!~

Wolf Eyes
Burned Mind
Sub Pop

Wrangler Brutes
Zulu
Kill Rock Stars

Tim: (barging into bro's room) la
this your Max/MSP homework?
Christian: No, it's the blazing new
Wolf Eyes moo. Get with it.
Tim: Alright. Wanna turn it up?
Christian: Yeah, right on.
Tim: These are the guys Mike
Marcell is always crushing on,
huh?
Christian: No that dude is Thurston Moore.
Tim: Wooh, that guy's really on to
something for such a dinosaur.
Christian: Yea, its true. I like the
way it sounds.

Perish the thought of another new
punk rock band releasing a new
album in this the year 2005 of our
lord. With The Ramones well on
their way towards a reunion in the
next life, and all the new music
out there sounding less and less,
well, new, what does it matter
anyhow. So, Kill Rock Stars are
set to release Wrangler Brutes
"Zulu" this month, and while the
reasons to give half a fuck may be
a passing thought, this guy here
is gonna try and find a reason for
you to believe once again, and
maybe even to rebel allover the
Tim: I dunno ...
fuckin' place for tbe first time
Christian: What? This doesn't allover again.
kick your dick in?
1) Zulu totally rages, proving that
Tim: No, it kicks my dick in, it there's still something new under
totally kicks my dick in. Its jtJSt the sun and
not much of a conversation
somewhere along the gutter down
piece ya know? Sorta anti-social Punk Rock Lane.
or some shit, like, I don't really 2)When your parents were still
have anything to say to
at it, they would have thrown
you about it
Beatlemania out the window
for a little Brutesmania: a fresh
Christian: Wait, you gotta hear pot of total r & b, freaked out
the hot track, Black Vomit.
mohawk fun, and high society
blues.
Tim: Yeah, alright, this puts my 3) WR BR are goana perform
rear in gear, now I think I'm ready live here at bard in two weeks
to party with this joint.
and wipe the Smog floors with
Christian: We're already partying Charming Bastards.
with this joint, but wait till you 4) You still have ample time to
hear this other joint, Urine
find "Zulu" on direct connect,
Burn.
learn all the words, and sing
Tim: Sounds sick, but it kinda along with Mr. McPheters himreminds me of that other joint, the self. "Slam Dunk!
Black Vomitjoint
-Tim Abbondelo
Christian: Yeah·, but Sub Pop
made them a mint and I heard
they're moving up to some
top shelf laptops for their next
record.
Tim: Bard can get stoked on that.
Christian: No doubt. We need to
start a noise band, ya know, so we
can final~ get all the mommies.

haven't tried: Brooklyn's finest
(Jay-Z having moved out and
Biggie quite departed) clatter,
well-tailored and shiny, down
the avenue. They blink, cough,
find it new: "I come back, my
town's like a whole new scenery ... the new-jacks up in the
park smoking greenery'_'(Mos
Def). Having severed, it would
seem, his conscious-rap hand
(Black Star, Black on Both Sides,
delicacy), Mos Deffinds himself
unable to ditch the other and flap
wingless into new territory. His
new album, The New Danger,
is funand unpleasant like leaf
blowers or wax-drip over birthday cake. Mos hired a rock
band to gnash their whitened
teeth while he rhymes. Which
is cool. Its just that they're not
very good: the maybe too-easy
trick of crossing genres without
musical substance, hence Guru's
side-project from Gang Starr,
i!).which he hired talented jazz
musicians and talented hip-hop
artists to make an album and it
came out hooey.
Mos Def does, how.ever, make several points well:
he's 11 great singer and would
be heart-breaking doing a rendition of "Time After Time" on
somebody's balcony. For true.
Or this: he is, next to R. Kelly,
probably the most gifted soul
song-writer in the genre right
now -as proven by the second to
last track.
I'm not trying to say
that one should write pure hiphop or pure rock and not something in between -far from it,
one should simply write music
without such a clutter of sunglasses at night and points to
be proven. I'm just writing a
review.

-

--

-----

Pig Destroyer
Terrify er
Relapse Records
"Nothing is True. Everything is
Permitted. " -William S. Burroughs. (Quote printed
in inside jacket of this album.)
Violence is promised
in nail biting introductions,
and then it is javelined through
your ear in the form of a blast
beat and guitar chug chug. Each
song is perfectly timed: there is
just enough time to deliver truly
inspired lyrics accompanied by
the most sinister fucking instrumentals ever. Nearly every
song manages to keep you
involved in the continuity of
the album. This is most clearly
felt in the songs "Verminess,"
"Downpour Girl," "Crippled
Horses," and the title track.
The only song which breaks
the album's momentum is
"Towering
Flesh,"
which
melds grind, hardcore, and
classic metal solos into a discontinuous mess.
Everything else on
this album is a welcome
assault. The CD comes with
a special audio DVD surprise
that would be anticlimactic
to ruin ... This entire album is
gnar as fuck. Don't only buy
this record. Buy everything that
Relapse Records has released in
the past six months; they are on
point to the max.

-Steve Brodksy

------

Babyhead LP Compilation
S S Records
It's on White Vmyl,
bitches! Whatever, right? But the
Babyhead comp is still a relatively
worthwhile album to add to your
collection. Here is why: the most
well-known bands (i.e. the "best"
bands) release the shittiest material
on the album. The Country Teasers
track be muthafuckin wack. Way
sad. Great! But the
inherent disappointment in this
situation provides a special bonus:
you get to hear rad songs from
bands that I'm sure you have never
heard about The super
star song by Sacramento's Sexy
Prison, ''Teen Wolves Party Like
Whitney (HARD)," can only be
danced to if you are a grimy ass
undergrounddance fiend It's some
bang yo head shit Super star song
#2: THE INTELLIGENCE. Flannel Seattle. Garage
post punk that doesn't just satisfy
your urge to dream about robots;
it fucking
delivers the goods. Perfect pop
guitars that are too off to be qualiperfectly
fied as pop. Vocals
produced. This band goes on my
underrated list The primary
disappointmentof this compilation
is the A Frames track. A Frames is
the best band in the USA that you
have never heard of. But their song
''Bumble Bee," is muddy, sloppy,
and a total letdown. However, this
track is not representative or their
material, which combines robots
and the Misfits. Arrgbh!

are

-Brei Froebe

-Brei Froebe

If

Bush
plz
ome hlp
e drown
y sorro
if
erry is
the vctr
jubilate
with me!

- Tim Abbondelo

__

Mos Def
The New Danger
Geffen

take a stab at wnting us
a music review!

You can't cut off both of your
hands well. The second hand
finds itself squirming and
func_tional-the sad surviving
twin -while the first hangs, a
remembrance, and present as
such. Which isn't to say some
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Skate Competition

by liv carrow

sadly unable to use PAC roof

October
6th,
the experienced for most of the two
zeitgeist of our middle school or three hours the fest raged
years reemerged at the first ever on, except one visit by security
Bard Skate Competition. The guard Cliff who decided that
event was less of a competition Skateboarding is Not A Crime.
than a skate showcase, since
A few hours after the
many competitors are somewhat skating, there was the first
out of practice.SeveralBardskaters official Smog show, a Bardcame out to strut their stuff as well band extravaganza akin to last
as a whole bunch of awesome year's Punk Rock Prom lineup
youngerkids from the surrounding
area
The event took place in
the back parking lot of the PAC,
perhaps the most Wl-punklocale
on campus,but was neverthelessa
sight to behold There were ramps,
poles, a limbo-type apparatus,
and a smashed-uppumpkin. Sam
Bornstein and Grey Gerstein
announced over a megaphone.
There were doz.ensand doz.ensof
kids going nuts in the audiencefor
their friends and cohorts. Though
most of the skaters "ate it" at
least once, everyone still had
some chops. And an official
Skateboard Culture automobile
cranked out an old school skate
punk and hip hop soundtrack
while the festivities raged on.
There was no official winner of the tournament,
though one or two people were
handed chunks of pumpkin as a
trophies. No real hassling was

(minus the off-campus paid
bands). Most of the acts were
rearrangements of old Bard
bands who have lost members
or broifen up or never fully
formed, telling evidence of the
fragmented and destabilized
state of the post-Old Gym music
scene. The lineup included an
Op-Ivy cover band featuring

members
of
Crestfallen/
Charming Bastards, an early
Black Flag cover band comprised
of ex-members of the Noodles,
and several other random rockers.
Highlights of the evening
included the headliners Lungs,
whose set was just lovely,and the
Tom Jones cover band fronted by
Bard grad Corey Sullivan, who

reinvented the Jones songs in a
s!}'le uncannily like Nick Cave
and the Birthday Party.
We can hope that the
Skateboarding Culture club will
bring us more such fun-filled
afternoons.One of the best events
this semester, and from a club
with a budget under $100. Keep
it alive.

The RichardB.
FisherCenter for
the PerformingArts

Ward
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Only you can prevent SMOG/oss. Clean up after shows!

Japanther

Rocks Out Red Room-Style

at the Student

MOG

by sky ferrara
So I was sftffYtg in
my room, staring at my
Japanther
Leather Wings
Tour poster. I just finished
putting up all my posters on my new dorm room
wall and memories of last
year started returning.
I
loved last year's Japanther
show-there's
just some-

tl!iffg about tettfng loose pit five feet altead?
at a Japanther concert that
This year's
show
seems to lift the weight right was no exception.
I
off my shoulders.
I mean danced, enjoyed the high
who doesn't
love fuzzy, energy
they
displayed,
danceable beats that are and occasionally chuckled
being put out by two guys at a variety of sotnewhat
lyrics
who appear more afraid of - ironic, nonsensical
you than-you are of joining
that seem to embody their
the small, disheveled mosh catchy, clever slop-rock.
I like how there's a
genre for performers
who base their style
on being really hardcore and . intensely
apathetic
(both
appearance-wise
and musically), but
add just enough gim-

micks and melodies to make
what they do interesting
and enjoyable
to themselves and others. Don't get
me wrong, about 80 percent
of the music I listen to is
based on these principlesso obviously I support this
genre.
These performers
don't
really
seem concerned about making their
art/music better, but contain certain qualities that
appeal to a variety of different crowds and let them
compete with more serious
artists and musicians. Telephone mies, live sampling,
a three-stringed bass and a

two man ensemble seems to
be working for them. Their
live performances
usually
turn into fifty minutes of
the most fun I've had in my
long, miserable day. Japanther always throws down
some insanely catchy tracks
complete
with their inyour-face attitude. I had a
great time at the last Japanthe'r show in SMOG, I guess
you can say I'm a sucker for
fuzzy bass/drum
combo·s.
If you missed Japanther last
week, just bug Brei into
getting them to come play
here again soon.
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AVery·subtitle
Halloween:
TopTenHa10(Ma.1es
lhdAleNdlnEnglsh~
~

(1988) 2. Audition 3. High Tension (Haute li ns,on) 4. Diabolique (1955)
5. Funny Games 6. Suspiria 7. Horror Hotline ... Big Head Monster
8. A Tale of Two Sisters 9._This Night I'll Possess Your Corpse 1O. Incubus

Same old Saw: Slap-dash, fun horror flick excites
by jason micbelitch
It's really hard to say bad
things about Saw. This frenetic, techno-pulsing, eerie,
violent thriller is about as
engaging as a film can get.
The plot is complex, the pacing
is hyper, and the intensity is in
your face. This is, of course,
hidden under a barrage of bad
acting and small lapses in logic.
The film opens in a dingy room
where two men have been kidnapped and chained to pipes on
opposite ends. There is a dead
body on the floor in the center
with a gun in one hand and
dictaphone in the other. Both
men find tapes in their pockets
with messages_from the famous

jigsaw killer who explains that
they must follow the clues (and
possibly kill each other) to stay
alive. If you are thinking that
this sounds like the beginning
of a very twisted riddle, you are
right on the money. Jigsaw's
MO is that be sets up traps for
his victims to kill themselves,
placing them in the middle of
a razor wire maze or injecting
them with poison and making
it a challenge to open the safe
with the antidote.
The movie launches into
a series of flashbacks, including the stories of how each
man (Cary Elwes and Saw
writer Leigh W!iannell) ended

.-.:.ZC&iiilllil!!!
... ...
- --·---

up in the room. Two cops,
Elwes' family and Hgsaw's
previous victims (only one
of which survived) enter the
picture and things start to get
really interesting. Fast-paced
chase scenes, horrific violence,
tense moments, interwovenstorylines and complicated mind
games all serve to keep the
viewer on the edge of his seat
in this pulse pounding, graduated from the school of....David
Fincher's Seven.
Jigsaw, on the other hand,
will go down as the luckiest
killer in history. Sleeping aides
wear off the exact second he
wants them to; wherever he is

hiding, the people in the house
won't look for him; and there
are many other inconsistencies that would give away
key pieces of the plot. Elwes
totes around the same halfBritish, half-American accent
he displayed in The Princess
Bride, making many of his
more emotional scenes laughable, and Whannell was clearly
only cast because he wrote
the screenplay (he can also
be seen as Axel in The Matrix
Reloaded). However, first time
director James Wan manages to
get the most out of the camera
work and soundtrack in a film
that is as scary as it is overproduced.
For what it is, Saw is about
as good as it gets. It may be a
little too dense or gruesome
for a simple scary outing (the
film was originally rated NC17, having been cut to down
to an R). However, if you are
ready for the wild ride the
trailer promises, it delivers in
spades.

- ~--------------------,
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Uranus or Bust:
Watch as they Encounter
the Big Dipper and Explore
the Milky Way!
Uranus or Bust is
raunchy. Raunchy, raunchy,
raunchy, raunchy, but it is
also really good. Halfway
through this film, you will
be left feeling satisfied and
empty, with nothing more
to give. Picking up where
you left off in the film, and
watching from there (30 minutes later, or when you wake
up in the morning) provides
enough hard-core anal pounding to tide you over until you
can find a few minutes to do
it all over again.
The cover of the film
shows two young women
against a celestial background, but the outer space
theme is lost the second you
open the cover and penetrate
your DVD drive. The first
scene opens with bacon
frying in a pan. I am almost
sure that astronauts do not
eat bacon in space, but bacon
is really sexy. Then a man
begins to kiss the vagina of
' one of the many female stars.
I ® not •r,·ooally find this
actress to be the most attractive, but the vagina is very.
sexy. That is the first and
last vagina close~up you see.
From here O!) out, men get the
"stan/cy on the bang-down."
The truth is, this movie
is terrible and void of any
outer space theme. The
erotic energy of all the
female co-stars combined
does not cum close to one
sizzling second of Jenna
Jameson, Brianna Banks, or
Sylvia Saint in any number
of positions. You would
like to think that so many
unknown adult films stars
would really «do it up"sizzle on the screen in a desperate attempt to "make it
big" - but these women just
come across as blond and
brunette cum receptacles.
Uranus or Bust .is
good material for antt-porn
activists who might argue
any number of points. My
personal
concern
about
these young women is
mostly physical. Just how
much can anal pounding
can one girl take? How
"gaping" can a hole be
before she can no longer control her bowels? What about
the long-term effects? Is it
really worth the money? I
am also concerned about the
apparent lack of affection in
these girls' lives, (on the set
and the home front) but I find
the false promise of an outer
space themed adult film to be
the most disturbing of all.
-Zak Kitnick
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Huckabees: "Existential comedy" from Hollywood, land of falsity

by jason michelitch
I Heart
Huclcabees,
a self-proclaimed "existential comedy," concerns itself
chiefly with identities in crisis,
which seems sadly appropriate
since it seems to be suffering in
the court of public opinion in a
crisis the public is having over
the film's identity: Philosophical Tract or Screwball Comedy?
Film critics and regular people
alike appear to be approaching
the film from one extreme or
another, without realizing that
the film is writer/director David
0. Russell and co-writer Jeff
Baena 's successful attempt to
have their cake and eat it too.
Huckabees is a film which
attempts to tackle weighty
subjects like Our Place in the
Universe, but which is unafraid
to simultaneously take the piss
out of itself, throwing audiences who thought Waking Life
was the deepest film since The
Seventh Seal into confusion and
disarray as they are confronted
with an unrelentingly absurd
look at the absurdity
of human existence.
The plot, not
that it really needs to
be discussed, regards
environmentalist poet
Albert
Markovski
(Jason Schwartzman)
who enlists the aid of
two Existential Detectives (Lily Tomlin and
Dustin Hoffman) in
figuring out the link
among three coincidental meetings, and
in doing so solving the
case of the meaning
of Markovski's life.
The detectives have
other clients, including 'iony Corn (Mark
Wahlberg), a disillusioned firefighter who
gets his philosophies
confused when he
starts reading a nihilist
book by the existential
detectives' nemesis Caterine
Vauban (Isabelle Huppert);
Brad Stand (Jude Law) who
needs his corporate schmoozing persona reconciled with his
true identity; and Brad's model

girlfriend (Naomi Watts), the
bikinied spokesperson for the
Huckabees corporation they
both work for, who finds herself
questioning whether or not she
wants to be
on display
anymore.
The
fact
that
this disparate cast of
characters
manage to
gel into a
coherent
ensemble
underscores
one of the
film's major
themes of
the
interconnectedness of the seemingly random.
But for the moment, put aside
all thoughts of existentialism,
nihilism, or any other kind
of -ism (also, do not think of
a brown cow) and know that

the cast and script are both
unabashedly mental. 1\t no
point does Huckabees ever
completely resemble a normal
movie. The dialogue and scenarios are tautly constructed

to send the viewer from one
scene to the next, consciously
grasping whatever they're able
while subconsciously absorbing the rest through visual and

auditory_osmosis. Each gesture
and word of the film is packed
with awkward comedy (awkward in a good way), shifting
back and forth from subtle to
blatant, though at a couple of

moments the film veers too far
into the realm of the obtrusively
vulgar (seen most prominently
in a very brief sex scene which
seemed utterly out of place in
the way it was shot). Still, by

at least look nice, and seem to
be functional enough to let the
script get its job done. Which
brings us back to the question
of what exactly the script's job
is, beyond merely entertaining us.
Huclcabees is not
a book, and it's not an
article in a philosophical
journal. It never tries to
be either of these things
and so we can't really
be upset with it for not
being as complete an
exploration of the Question of Being as could be
made in another format.
The film does put forth
some very stripped down
versions of existentialism and nihilism, and
tries
to find some middle
picture, however, are all painground
between
them while still
fully post-Wes Anderson, to •
delivering
a
satisfyingly
silly
the point where, when one
narrative
in
only
I
06
minutes.
considers Schwartzman's blue
blazer and frustrated geekiness, The film's success comes not
iluclcabees could almost (with in any grand conclusion to the
questions it raises, but in its
ability to recognize that raising these questions in the first
place forces us to acknowledge
the absurdity of existence. The
movie's argument is not for
either the oneness of being or
the absence of meaning, but
rather that while we sit and
ponder these imponderables, we
should remember to step outside of ourselves for a moment
and notice how damned ridiculous we look, running around
looking for meaning and importance and answers to Life's
Big Conundrums. The fact that
Huclcabees is a serious film in
which nothing is taken seriously is it's greatest asset, and
like all good comedy, when we
watch it, we find we're really
laughing at ourselves.

and large, the acting and the
script are original and consistently odd and entertaining.
The direction, editing, and visual tone of the

Send ailif:idesv
reviews, oph1ions
and other
papery thongs
to the e-lectro,nnc
marnaddliess
freep11'ess@barol.edu

a slight amount of tweaking)
be watched as a bizarre sequel
to Rushmore. It's a bit off-putting, for a story which seems so
unique to be dressed in someone
else's clothing, but the clothes
I
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Woodstock
FilmFestival
Review
Extravaganza
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reviewed by farihah zaman. miclmcl
lerma111,and jason michelitclil

Ah.Woodstock. our friendly upstate neighbor. Beloved site of infamous Rock ·n' Roll history, tasty organic culinary establishments,
and one of the most accessible, most affordable film festivals in the state. If you are one of the many who have been ignoring this last fact.
it's just about time to wake up.
The Woodstock Film Festival, coming out every fall with the saucy slogan "fiercely independent," has long had a fine, ifJow..Jcey
reputation. They tended to have a small but essential lineup of mostly American festival favorites and some impressive indie guests, with a
special emphasis on films with local Catskills-color. This year, the festival really appears to have upped the ante in the quantity department
without compromising the quality.
The sheer number of films has.increased significantly,as have ticket sales. There seems to be a greater number of foreign films
included in the programming, such as the highly anticipated Hungarian thriller Kontroll,and Notre Musique,the new offering from Godard.
Some of the films, such as Dylan Kidd's new offering P.S.• are also a major part of the lineup ofbigger.-name festivals like The New York
Film Festival, meaning Woodstock appears to have hit the nail right on the head. And the guest list included Lili Taylor, Peter Gabriel, Bela
Fleek. Sam Rockwell. Laura Linney, Maverick award winner Mira Nair, and many more. Mostly, there just seemed to be a general buzz
surrounding the Woodstock Film Festival this year, the kind that comes with a sense of arrival.
Since the film festival organization is also ambitious enough to host year-r01mdevents as opposed to simpJy fading out after their
annualtriumph,I recommend that students try and keep an eye on their website, www.woodstocldilmfestiyal.com.
to see if they live up to these goals with the same panache with
which they put out their festival. For now, take a look at our reviews; many of the films will be coming out in the next year or so and you can consider it a sneak peek.

[heMachinist
The highly anticipated film by
Brad Anderson, director of such cult
faves as Next Stop Wonderland, Happy
Accidents,and Session 9, stars Christian
Bale as Trevor Reznik. a man whose
insomnia is so acute he hasn't slept in
a year. The film is both a contempla-tion on what hf!pptms to the mind when
it exists in this condition and a psychological thriller in which the protagonist
is searching for its cause.
The first noticeable success of
this film is its dark visual style, an
interesting take on the near dream

state that Reznik calls life. Everything
is generally stark and menacingly
bland, locations bleak and decaying,
the camera work slow and deliberate. When it's shot like this, even the
carousel during a scene at the carnival
becomes chilling. Think the gray tones
of Bringing Out the Dead. Bale, who
reportedly lost 63 pounds prior to
shooting by living off of one can of
tuna and an apple per day, fits right
into the crumbling aesthetic, horrifyingly resembling a recent concentration camp survivor.
Broody mood aside, however,
the film is a little bit of a mess. Despite
the kind of impressive
twist ending that you
may be used to seeing
from Anderson, without the tightest of plot
progression backing it
up, it doesn't have the
kind of big impact that
you may be used to
feeling from Anderson.
Th.,ere are g9z~~ of
movies out there like
this one, and very little
that sets it apart from
all of its cousins. F.Z.

It's amazing that after 88 movies .• JeanLuc Godard still has some spark left in him. The
pressure of being a living legend alone must be
staggering enough to tum one's work stilted. Yet
even in Notre Musique, the new filmic essay on
politics and existentialism, this seventyfour year old filmmaker still proves to the
audience that he knows what he's doing. Split
into three sections, one completely comprised
of found war footage (fictional and real), the
film builds a foundation for discussing·Hell on
earth, It then goes on to tell intersecting stories
of a politically active young journalist and
Godard himself giving an image and text lecture to his students. Though this second act is
wrought with alienation and confusing overlapping dialogue (the subtitles didn't help either),
Our Music-beginsto fall into place thematically

P.S.
The second film of Roger Dodger
directorDylan Kidd, P.S.is anotherfable of
sucressful,middle-aged,so-<:alled
adults who
arejust a littlebit lootandlonely.Inthe former,it
is the patheticallywomanizingRogerSwansoo.
In P.S.,it is Columbiaart school admissions
who can't seemto let
officerLouiseHarrington,
go of her highschoolartistsweetheartthatdied
in a carcrash.
Th.isis why she can't control herself
when the gradqateapplicationof ScottFeinstadt
(1'bat ?O'sShow'"sTopherGrace), painterand
spittingimage of her ~ love, finds its
way to her desk. Louise~ an affair with
Scott,leadingthemboththroughthe harrowing
arcbiteclureof her unravelingneuroses.We are
led througha lovelylittleparableon how a life
canchange,evenif the calalystconsistsof
allthe
wrongreasons.
As is customaryfor Kidd's work, P.S.
featuresa razor-sharpscriptthat is the highlight
of the fihn. The writing,bothwittyand tender.
is ooly he1pedby the sine.ereperfurmancesof
the talentedcast,includingLauraLinneyas the
pro~
GabrielByrneas her colleagueand
ex-husband.and Marcia Gay Harden as her
schemingbestfriendfrom highschool The real
star, however,is breakoutleadingman Topher
Grace,who proveshis ability t.oadd depth to

long before it pieces itself together logically,That is
to say that topics pop out at the audience like neon
road signs, challenging the viewer to build their
own thesis from the work. A beautiful and lush
mixture of emotions and images untangles itself
throughout the film, leaving us satisfied before we
even realize why. M.L.

Chain

to get amusement parks built in

nm,you might have seen Cohen's
masterfully constructedportrait of
Fugazi entitled Instrument.Chain,
a contemplativenew essay on how
corporate culture seeps into our
lives, was just a little taste of the
deep, meditative work that Cohen
is capable of making. Brilliantly
conceived and smoothly executed,
Chau¼
examines the mysteries of
modem te_chnology
as it affectsthe
lives of two differentwomen.
One is Japanese spokesperson Miho Nakaido, who is trying

English, which graduallydisplaces
Japanese as her primarylanguage,
by repeating their mission statement over and over again.Nakaido
is peddling a product that essentially creates more cross-marketing, in the same way that Disney
World exists to showcase its own
products,characters,etc.; she gives
her life over her to her work and,
in tum, over to the commodity of
commodity.
Unexpectedly,
Cohen's
second story choice deals with a

OngBok:·Muay
IhoiWarri~r
ffl~

~larly

attended "Kung Fu Movie Night' last semester, you
,,,,"esa 'Withthe actionstyling of Phanom Yeenun.:
•
J~ he§~ young Thai star of the film Ong
• . ~(6 .!IQ~ Woodstock has been graced in
film features possibly the ~ ,r.,i
the ame ~y. This up ~ ~g
plutlin~ twr - a warrior l~yesif.tjs sm~yil,ll.lge to retrieve the stolen
be.adc,f Jr ancient religiolll statw; and must fight his way 'to I top
in the b1g tlly ti' find &1i4statue 'C""and some oftli£"EiesthW-to-h
combat eH:t phutographcd. Shot ovi;;t,the course otftve rears, Jaa
was s.aid to have brolcen his leit.:t:om
kicking cSOJneontso bard and
put m r than one stuntman 'futhe'bospll front k_ork-Yillatedcon-,

.. ap>t.·.····o.·
n.,Jackie ffiian.·
..• 's '§tun. t ~.'
cussions. He was rcct-i1tly 1~~
but turned it do ;n, stating thar h¢ was IRwtttobe a star in his ow(I
right And he LS. \\'atching Ong Bak ~lb
like going to the circus~Jaadives through hoops of barbed~:
smastllmotorcycle hdm tr
with hi!Iknee and fights withiijft
)ire. Ev'elllit'~-•t
li e
kung fu. it's hard not be impre.·st--d.

home~ girl (Mira Billotte) who
America, something like direc- tries to make her way across the
You may not recognize tional reversal of Tokyo Disney. country by hitchhiking. Billotte
the name Jem Cohen off the top Throughher extendedtripsduough- is perrectly set up as she explains
of your head,but I'd be willing to the United States, Nakaido slowly that when asked to name a familguessyou have heard of the band turns aspects of her life over to iar place by her latest ride, she
Fugazi.And if you are big enough the corporation.She even learns requests to be dropped off at the
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his alreadyacknowledged
comedic timjng.He's
onet.owatch-especially in a betterfihn.
For while the charactersand dialogue
are standout,the film as a whole lacks focus.
The fascinatingbeginningand movingending
impact~ the
are drainedof someof 1hei:r
middleis somethingof an indiscenublemass
of nervousbreakdownsand witiy comebacks.
Also,whilethe chnmophobic effectof Kidd's
pared-down list of locations does help us
lll1derstand
how limitedLouise's networkis, I
still maintainthat he seemsfur more suitedto
shootingthe ~t pace and bright lighmof the
urbanoutdoorsas he did in RogerDodger.The
fihn is entirelyworthseeing.butthe fihn is just
and
slightlyundoneby its own disorgani;ratio
inevitableompa:ri!!>On,.;.
to itsprud..n:,'>! r F.Z.

nearest mall. She's stayed there
ever since. As the film continues,
we realize how much her life is
dictated by corporate culture,
even when she seems to break
all the rules. From the privately
owned motels that pay her under
the table - a lifestyle that dies out
quickly because of the uprising of
corporations ~ to the high priced
video camera that she found outside the mall, each piece .of Billotte's life is effected by the same
large technolbgical landscape that

'Nakaido is plugged futo\ .. hence
the title of the film.
Largely comprised of
voiceovers and static cinematography that highlights urban
landscapesand corporate logos,
Cohen's ...~,,
is rake,
with Nakaido
and
Billotte
playing fictional
characters. Yet
the world created in the film
is very real. We
are reminded of -. k •.
this in some of
the piece's key •-•
• •
segments, like
the one where
the
audience --•
watches image.,

I .-.

of constructionwhile listening to
messages ftom credit card companies left on Cohen's answering
machine. The complexityof the
connectionsis often a lot to take in
at once,but then again, that's kind
ofthepoitrt. M.L.
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miiJsaYnSftt It may rot have lhe.gmndal'
of Ganatra'seadier
~ but that<kleS
rot k1':l)it
A mt, swret filmfian NishaGaoatra.
lhe fian beingone demiliulepackage.TIE~s
dmu- of ChutneyPq,am and writa-of M>n.roon ~ with fun:iilial
oo:akdownand findingnew
Wtding,CcmK,po/ilan6'1lnRashanSedtastm
Indian love, ~ in lhe rubric of his cmflicmg
familymm Jivitgin ire US when.Imwifeleaveshim troctitiomas an IndianAJm:icao.
are uprisingly

~of1raditmllBolly\WOdmimerswom
wdJ, 1:lecai.f!e
whileit 1miks 11'1hehlSicnanatiw,
it is in keepingwithttr film'svhant, mip ~
providinga cmunoo threadFinally,to anybodywm
rollows·Indiandia.cpn fihn, k1':l)an eye wt ir
cameosby 1helikesof AneiaJn Dests PurvaBati
hooestandrelalable.
Hisa:tingis wmbfu1, as is that arlt ~ll Pt.:ruif'.Z.
of CarolKane,in an um.ma!roleftr her as lhe new
loveinterest.
MR uqiormurly,as a woole,ire filmmains
yooremotionalinrf:resl:
wittnJtlBvingto take)W ftr
a 1mnmatmng
jom:teyof somesort,whichis siw.Dy
scm.'What
rarettrsedays.Aw, ire distioctive
mock-

its

Cosmopolitan

andlmdaughlerabnm.him ira)'tW'in Moogolia
withherGermanboyfi:ien:l
"Butrve nevtt beenoo
myown!"Ir saysas his mmilydrivesmwy.leaving
him withIdling but a !mdcof iliml Uiagati,lt'S,
a -week'swooh of titrzfn dinoas, and too many
remiJxbs.
CcmK,politan
is a b.v key filmand a5 soch

traditional topics - a biography
of Hearst's life, the politics of
the SLA, a discussion of whether
brainwashed upon her recovery. Hearst was truly brainwashed or
For Americans during the time merely weak in choosing sides
of her abduction this still highly - Stone explores the Patty Hearst
debated incident wasn't just a story as a cultural and media
story, it was the story, that took phenomenon. He talks to early
over every news station and members and historians to find
shocked and disturbed the nation. out what about
Although many have
America
created
a
chosen Hearst as the subject f~r group like the SLA, and what
their film, documentary director about America made us so
Robert Stone takes a very fascinated with their accidentally
innovative approach. Rather than revolutionary activities. F.Z.
making a film about any of the

Guerillo:
TheToking
ofPotty
Heorst
Most Americans have
some knowledge of the story of
Patty Hearst, granddaughter and
heiress of entertainment- mogul
William Randolph Hearst, who
waskidnapped while a Berkley
student in the 1970's by a radical
political group knd\vn as the
Symbionese Liberation Anny.
After a few months as a kidnap
victim, Hearst suddenly declared
herself a member of the group,
only to claim she was abused and

Kon1roll

SomewherebetweenAdrian
Lyne's JocobtJLad:ler and Danny
Boyle's Trainspotting
resides HungariandirectorN'nnrodAntal'sdebut
film, Kontroll.This moodyyet hip
pieceof cinemacan't seemto decide
whether it wants to tell thestory of
subway traffic controllersin Budapest or the chillingtale of the murdererwho lwts in the tunnels,pushing people off of platfunns.Starting
with the latterand quicklymovingto
the formerbefore too long, Kontroll
has a lot of troublejuggling the two
storylines.Despitethis, however,the
unusualatmosphere of Hungary's
wtdelground allows fur great cinematographyand Antal proves himself as a capabledirectordestinedto
make fully engaging pictures once
hesticksto onesubjectmatter.Often
greatto watch.Kontro/1fulls a little
flat in the end, confusedabout both
the story it wants to tell and its resolution.M.L.

POPogondo:
TheArtondSubversion
ofRon
English
~
~~ !:
film ten years
Ron English, for those of
you who don'.t know, has made a
name for himself as a Billboard
Liberator, Frustrated with the
economic injustice of who has
access to public space in America. and looking for a way to get
his wt,rk out of the gallery and
onto the streets, English would
drive around Manhattan with a
team of like-minded mdMdualS.:
p~his
own work over corpo~ught
billboard space. And
for the reeor4.there really i$ no
other kind of billboard space out
~.
From biting soci~li~~l
comm~
to lighter moclcery,

from McDonald's to Apple to
Jesus; nothing was safe from
English's public criticism.
Director Pedro Carvajal
spent over a decade trailing English in his illegal jaunts (which,
by the way, have landed him in
jai! on several occasions).filming
during the best and worst of times,
documenting his movement from
billboard pirate to gallery darling,
in1erviewinghim and his fiunily;
coUecti,ng
f~e. fu>mtalk ~s,
«c.~.His ad..Jwc
filming style,
nonnally a frus1rating
by-product
of: the digital age, here matches
the spirit of the artist in question.

in the making,
is not particularly innovative or
noteworthy in and of itself: the
su~ect matter and the director's
dedication make it a film experience worth having.
English's worlc is so pertinent,so timely, and so plain old
ballsy that there is no way you
can watch this film without being
ente11ained.Betweenhis personal-·
ity, ~ and artwork, not to mention the inclmion of the work of
_other-~gmdlla
artists
such as Shepard Fairey;A.rtfux,and
Cicada, there isn't a stimulus-free
moment in the home. F.Z.

The nm ~ part of the film,
to me, isn't anythingneces.wilydired1yin the
Not much to be said about Off to War lfuvie, but ratbetthedocumentingof the town's
- a fibn whichappearsto actuallybe a ll!levision etfottsto sendtheirtroopsoff with highmorale
specialfur 1heDisro~ Owmel - aboutthe •andtangentialpoim it raisedforme personally.
callingup of 1heArlcaosasNationalGuam.The The imporlanreof psychingup tnx.l)S is somemovieis not particuJady
ood,but - and I reel thingI reel ooesn't reallyget much attmtionin
rottensayingthis- it isn'tparticularlyinteresting an environmentas gm.n1Iy anti-waras Bard,
eitha-.The fihn fullowsseveral membersof but it's worththinkingabout.I remember,back
1henationalgualtl as they prepareto be called befi:l'ewe weregoingintoAfghanistan,a friend
up, showingus 1hetamiliesand livesthey!llbe of minewho's f.armme
Anned-Fon:esfriendly
rnis.gngftxuptotwoyear&$pttlof
theirto\Jrof thanI sentme a pictureof a groupof soldiersin
service.I supposethisSOlJlXk
cal1om,but I find war-paint,~ andsaeaming. "Isn't that
myselfdesensitizedto thiskindof oocumemary.
awesome'r'he askedme. I reactedwith typical
Everylhing ftom Frm:mheit9/11 to human pacifistscan thatitwasdisgustinganddisplayed
intereststorieson the eveningnewshavewrung a disgu&ingmin&et "Fuck you, man" he shot
everyhN tear out of me - I'm a dry dishrag. back,clearlypissedoff:··'youwantthemto die
,lntetlec1ually,
ofcourse,I reel~
fur the out 1bere?"My mind reeledfur a moment,and
Slqecis of the film,andthey'w all rematkahly whatseemedparalogicalto me beforebecame
cmdid about !heir~
which the fihn utterlyclear:it ooesn't matter whatI thinkof a
ooes a fairly goodjob of capturing,But rm war,orof waringeneral-in orderfurthesoldiers
super-saturatedI can't hold any more.
rm in it to survive,theyneed.
to some degn,e.to be
sony.
freedof rationalityand facts.Waris fuckooup

OfftoWor

Screoming
Men
Deep within the chilly lands

of Finland, a lalge freighter ship
breaksits way throughfrozenwaters..
The shipdepositsa chorusof 20-plm
out onto the snow,men who
imtnediatelybegin to arrangethemselvesin threerowsas theirconductor
srepsout in fiunt of them.He waves
his anra and theybeginto screamat
the~ their1tmgs,somein high shrill
pitches,somewi1hdeep low grunts,
all loudandfkm,, The blueandpink
skyglows in the oockgtoond
as they
shiverand shake
in the wind,projectingtheirvoicesfur~
and~.
1besearethe beautifulopening
nt:11

imagesofMikaRoobinen's engross,.
ing new docwnenlary, Screaming
Men,a film that followsthe famous
Finnishcooir while 1heysearchfor
new members,tour all over F.lnq)e
and Asia, createpoliticaland pbooic
havoc, and inoQrporatenew techniquessuchas disposalflashcameras
intotheir~
of''Duic."Centering
primarilyon conductorPetri Sirvio
and his relationshipto theScreaming
Men(otlro harsh,but loving),thefihn
followsthe insand~ of 1hegroup.
Practicesare intercutwith auditiom,
pep 1alks, and perfonnantes, and
everymomenthas theaudienceglued
to the screenwith either humoror
interestHigh poin1sincludereasom

and shitty,this we all agreeon. But it isn't the
soldiers'faultthatthey're in the war,and if they
have to be therethen I want them backin one
piece.And that meam,reprehenslble
a5 it may
seemoo paper,that I then automaticallycare
more fur the life of an Americansoldierthan
fur the lire of a soldierthey are fightingeven if
I don't agreewith the war.fu the film.a lot of
timeis spenton themiso0!¥:epticeofthepeople
of Arkansasin regardsto Iraq'sinvolvementin
9/1l and in regardsto infa:natiooal
politicsingwer.d.Atfimtthisirkedme,atxl
I ~ the fibn was Pl,lllX)SCfully
showing how ill--infonned
the peq,le
sent to war are about1heywar they
are aboutto fight Butby the ei:dof the
film,when the soldiersare standingin
the middleof a firewoiks..lit,
balloons
and streamerssend off fiom the entire
town,I didn'tcare thateverythingabout
the scene
~ jingoistic.It had to be jingoistic.
I fuund that I could simultmeously

fur joiningthe ScreamingMen (one
membereven sites his experiences
a5 therapeutic)to 1hedly, hilarious
~and
egoof Silvio,oftenreminiscentof Lars\oo Trierin The-F'rve
Obstructions.
Much liketheeclecticrepertQire
that the menperfurm.whichincludes
everything fiom national anthems
to articles in Jaw ~
Ronkainensmartlycreatesa blendoftonesthroughoutthe filmby mixing
the eye-poppingcinematography
of
Finland with pa-sooal home video
This ,,.,...a-,;,.
footageinte!Views.
.,,.....,.,.,.,.of
moods keeps the audiencenot only
engaged, but a1so sympatheuc to
the charactersas they scream their

despisethe lies of a war-boundadminisrratioo
and appreciatethe lies told to a group of warbound soldiers.Anything to make sure they
keep1bemselves
alive.I'm not entirelysurehow
much of what I just saidI'll believetcmJm>w,
but it's a subjectworthconrinual.
oomideration.
And thoughI can't guarantee
thatthe makersof
Offto Warintendedfur me to take theball and
runquiteso far with it, I 1hanlcthem fur giving
melhe~tytoooso.
J.M.

way fiom Finlandto Tokyoto Paris.
Appropriately,
Huutajat,the original
titleof the fibn,is a Finnishwmi that
can be usedforseveraltypesof soood

that comes from the mouth. And,
despiteits lackof deep inJerprelatioo.
Huutajatis ffltdtainmentin the high-est foon.M.L.
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